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0TH ANNIVE±SARY OF ADMIPL BYRD 'S FLIGHT OVER SOUTH POLE
Pear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, in his time the most active and rethe world over for his exploits over tho
frozen frontiers of the Arctic and Antarctic for more than a 'uarter of
a century, made the historic flight over the South Pcie thirty years
ago, 29 November 1929 . On Thanksgiving Day, a small tri-motord plane
reached 900. An American flag, weighted with a stoe. from .te grave
of Byrd's close friend and companion on the North Pole flight, Floyd
Bennett, tumbled down on the imaginary spot called the South Pole. In
this great flight, at a time when aircraft was relatively untrL.ed over
polar wastes, Byrd excited the imagination of his fellow countrymen, and
electrified the world by his feat at the bottom of the earth - a last
frontier waiting to be discovered.

nowned polar explorer, known

This accomplishment would have been enough for most men, but not
for a man like Admiral Byrd. Here, at the bottom of the world, he found
a vast laboratory of nature, where man could experiment and find out
many things he wanted to know - about the weather, about the earth, and
about himself. Dick Byrd went five times to Antarctica during his long
and fruitful life as an explorer. He saw more unknown area in Antarctica
than any other man in history.
Admiral Byrd led four expeditions.to Antarctica. His flight over
the South Pole was actually incidental to the broad purpose of his effort, which was to unlock the geographical and scientific secret . -f a
cold, dead world. The first Byrd Expedition to Antarctica (1928-30)
established a base at the now famed LITTLE AMERICA. From that area, the
first flight was made over the South Pole. He was accompanied on that
flight by Baichen, June, and McKinley. This Byrd expeditior also explored possibly 150 9 000 square miles of the Antarctic Contiient. His
major mapping and discoveries were made in areas which Byrd named ill.l.arle
Byrd Land" for his wife, and the Edsel Ford Ranges.
On 21 December 19299 Byrd was advanced to the rank of Rear dn1ri
(Retired) and he received a special medal from Congress. He had previously received the Congressional Medal of Honor for his flight over
the North Pole in 1926.
Byrd led a second expedition to. the south polar region in 1933 to
1935- Both of these were privately financed. In 1939 he was selected
by President Roosevelt to head the first U. S. : iy- t=n,_ nt expedition
of the twentit-bcentury into Antarctica, 1939-41 . It was known as the
U. S. Antarctic 'ervice Expedition. Though government-spot.sored, Byrd
raised from prkate sources much of the money necessary to make the
venture a success.

When Admiral Byrd was designated to lead the 1939 expedition, President 3@seve1t said, among other things, in a letter to Admiral Byrd,
dated 25 November 1939...
"Because of your experience and brilliant achievements in polar
ëxplóration and because of the confidence which the people of
the UnitedStateà have in you and your qualities of le&dership,
I have designated. you Commanding Officer of the United States Aidarctic Service...The United States has never recognized any claims
of sovereignty over territory in the Antarctic regions asserted
by any foreign state. No member of the United States Antarctic
Service shall take any action or make any statement tending to conpromise this position..."
In 1946, Admiral Byrd returned to the Antarctic ContinDtsQficer
in Charge of the United States Navy expedition called Operation HIGHJ(JNP.
It was during this expedition that more area was discovered in Antarct-F
than on any other expedition in the history of the continent.
In 1955 Admiral Byrd was designated by President Eisenhower as Officer
in Charge of U. S. Antarctic Programs. It was during this period of preparation for the International Geophysical Year, which was launched in the
Antarctic in 1957-58 , that Rear Admiral George J. Dufek was given the assignment of Commander of the U. S. Naval Force participating in the extensive logistical support and operations incident to scientific research for
IGY. This expedition was called Operation DEEP FREEZE. It was while Admiral
Byrd was administering the-U. S. Antarctic Programs that he died on 11
March 1957From the period of his early expedition in 1928 to his death in 1957,
Admiral Byrd almost singlehandedly kept American interests in Antarctica
alive. It was during that period that the United States explored more territory in Antarctica than all other natione.coxnbined.
Apropos of the International Conference on Antarctica, sparked by
President Eisenhower on 3 May 1958 and convened in Washington, D.C., on
15 October 1959, with 12 nations participating, Admiral Byrd was a firm
believer in the value of Antarctica to the United States and to the world
and frequently spoke of the importance of Antarctica to the futuree,
It is significant that the thfrtth anniversary of the famous flight
of Admiral Byrd over the South Pole comes at a time when such important
decisions are beingmade with regard to the future of Antarctica Thi noted
explorer's ingenuity and persuasiveness, which secured suppor t. for him
literally "to the ends of the earth" combined with his stature as a great
OQutemporary. American, would, were he alive today, put him in an important
position in so.ding the Antarctic future on behalf of Americans and their
international nighbors the world over, in the spirit the Admiral often
expressed as "kindness and consider&tiui."
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INITED STATES Al FORCE TASK FORCE UNIT 1 DEEP FREEZE 0 AERIAL DROP
AND LOGISTICS FLIGHTS
There are occasions when a diary-statistical presentation ex
presses pungently the significance and magnitude of a well-executed
operation. This is well illustrated in the USAF Task Force Unit's
DEEP FREEZE 60 operations.
30 September 1959, Christchurch, New Zealand - USAF Task Force Unit
Lt Colonel Dewey R. Bridges, Commander
Major Laurence Uebel, Deputy Commander
Lt. Colonel Michael Zinkovich, Commander, 1710th Aerial
Port Squadron
Equipment:
10 C-124 Globeniasters. Home Station: 63rd Trcop Carrier
Wing (Heavy) MATS, Donaldson Air Force Base, S C.
Last C-124 arrived Christchurch, 30 September
2 SC-5 4 Rescueinasters to operate with Vx-6 Search and Rescue
operations. Home Station: Guam and Hickam Air Force
Base, Hawaii
Schedule:
1. Logistics flights from Christchurch, N.Z., to ice runway,
Naval Air Facility, McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, to start
2 October to air lift approximately 600 tons of aerial delivery and Navy cargo and 250 passengers (see Qpriun
DEEP FEZE 60 Deployment Begins, page 3, Vl. 1 1 No. 2).
2. Air drop flights from McMurdo to Byrd and Pole Stations
scheduled to start as soon as weather permits. Approximately 150 0 tons to be loaded on C-124's at McMurdo with
a target date for completion of 1 December.
For South Pole Station, approximately 650 tons of scientific equipment, drummed fuel, provisiono, resupply items
and two 9-ton D-f Caterpillar tractors

4t

For Byrd Station, approximately 800 tons of drummed ground
fuel, aviation gasoline, and resupply items.

5 October 199 First C-12 makes round trip from Christchurch to
McMurdo and back.

8 October 1959 - First completely intact U. S. Navy HUS-lA helicopter

airlifted by C-124 from Donaldson Air Force Base, South Carolina,
to vx-6 at NAF, McMurdo.

7 to 15 October 1959 - C-124's make shuttle flights when weather permits
between Christchurch and McMurdo. C-124's ready to commence jrd
Station drops. Pole Station weather causes delays in schedu10
Pole drops.

.

I •"

16 October 1959 - First drop of season at Byrd Station (see First
Drop of Supplies 1959-60 Season.i pag6 30, Vol. 1, No, 3).
16 to 19 October 1953 - C-124 flights and drops to Byrd station
continue
r1259 - First drop of season at Pole Station. ..k tons
dropped from 0-124 commanded by Captain Ruben Waddell, with
following crow:
Lt. K. R. Earl
S/Sgt R. S. Huggins
T/Sgt C. C. Garing
A1C C. Dixon
A2C Donald Fruit
Lt0 J. N. Murray
Lt. J. S. Siniuk
S/Sgt P. F. Roberts
Instructor Pilot Major Walter Daniels
11 October 19.59 - After 1 week of delay due to bad weather and high
winds at the Pole Station, and an unsccesfu1 mission the day
before when malfunctioning lock in drop well fcrced Admiral
Tyree and Lt. Col. Bridges to return to McMurdo, the heaviest
single object ever parachuted in Antarctica was dropped at the
Pole Station. The first of two 9-ton D-4 Caterpillar tractors
was dropped from a height of 1500 feet. This s 500 feet higher
than normal, because the 9-ton CAT swings 235 feet below on five
100-foot-diameter G-ll chutes. Temperature on the ground at the
time of drop was minus 55 degrees.
Crew and passengers:
Lt. Colonel Dewey R. Bridges, aircraft coramander
Senator Henry M. Jackson, Washington
Colonel F. H. Wilcox, MATS Chief of Safety
Lt. Colonel W. J. Gammon, Chief, MATS Pilot Div-'
Colonel Michael Zinkovitch, 1710th Aerie. Port Commander
Major J. Winchester
Captain J. Z. oesel
Lt. J. R. Weekly
M/Sgt M. A. Stout
s/sgt T. 4haln
T/Sgt R. Combs
T/Sgt H. Fenimore Jr.
S/Sgt J. Austin
S/Sgt J. E. Negley
S/Sgt W. Stevens
A1C W. McKinney
20 October to
November 1959 - Daily flights to By-. -d and Pole
Stations continue.
10 November 1959 - 2 drop caches for Victoria Land Traverse Party made.
11 November 1959 - Second 9-ton D-k CAT tractor topped at Pole.
Thirty minutes after the C-12+, piloted by Captain Ruben Waddell,
made the drop, the tractor was in operation at the Station.
12 November 1959 - First C-124 redeploys from Christchurch to Donaldson Air Force Base with 11 members of USAF ?LTS task unit as
advance party to prepare for return of approximately +00 Task
Force members.
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13 November 1959 - Last aerial drop of some 15 tons brings to an end
the aerial resupply phase of U. S. Antarctic stations.
SC- 54 Rescueniaster, piloted by Captain Gene Tuttle., returns to Guam.

C-124's scheduled to make two more air freight flights from Christchurch to McMurdo.
11+ November 1959 - Final C-124 flight departs Christchurch-McMurdo run.
31 November 1959 - Lest C-124 departs Christchurch for United States.
STATISTICS
Date of
First and
Last Drops

Heaviest
Item
Dropp e d

Byrd Station

16 October
13 November

10,500 lb
generator
3 chutes used

South Pole Station

19 October
13 November

Victoria Land Traverse Supply Caches

10 November

No
Drs

Net
Tons

• 769

2 D-1+ tractors 1+1
9 tons each.
5 chutes each drop
21+
TOTALS

99

1331

Gross Tonnage (includes drop rigging)------------------- 11+69 tons
Fring Hours--------------------------------------------- 879 hours
Loss due to Parachute Malfunction-----------------------Less than 1 per cent
Recov ery Rate at Stations------------------------Better than 99 per cent
Smal lest Item of Drp_Gear Used-------------------------1,000 yards of 23ounce te3t thread
for closing parachute bags
Number of Parachutes Riggedat Main MATS Stating
Area, Christchurch---------2,000
-----------------------------------------Nearl 31,000,000
Cost cf Chutes
Number of USAF 1710tb Aerial Port Specialists
Ope ra tina
Logistics Fli g hts
Christchurch to McMurdo and return----------------- 55 turnaround flights
Christchurch to McMurdo-----------------------------1+1+6 tons Navy and
USAF drop equipment
271 passengers
McMurdo to Christchurch..---------------.60 tons
180 Navy passengers

DROP STATISTICS 3.956-59
BYRD SLTION

No.

Net

Tons

Dr I..

Drops _,___

POLL SThTION

Net

No.

Tons - Drops

213

17

74 9 °

(57-58) 1+81

32

302

22

DI1
(58-59)

522

33

1+51

30

769

56

(56-57)

DFIII

DF6O
(9-0)

6

538
41
2040158

TOTALS 1r 138

VIC. LAND TRAVERSE SEASON'S TOTALS
Net

Tons

No.
Drops

----

962

82

----

783

54

973

6

ro.

Tons

PE2ps^

----

----

2
2

2+
24

Net

13.3LL

99

4049

298

USAF 0-124 LOGISTICS FLIG HT S 1956-59

DF II

CHRISTCHURCH

MC MUiDO TO

TO MCMURDO

CHRI;TCRURCH

Tons

_sgs

- Tons

SEASON' S.TOT.

Psgrs

Tons

?grs.

DF III
(57-58)

267

1407

86

325

353

732

2'78

1+65

55

1+28

333

893

(58-59)

382

161

64

186

41+6

31+7

60

180
1119

506
1638

1+51

173

271
1304

(56-57)

DF IV

DF 60
(59-Go)
TOTALS

265

-

17 November 1959 - Well Done Message from Admiral Tyree
From: Commander, Naval Support Forces Antarctica, McMurdo

To:

Commander, United States Air Force Task Unit, Christchurch

rars

for your return to
For Lt. Col. Dewey R. Bridges: As times
CONUS, I wish to reiterate my congratulations extended before youleft the ice to you and all personnel of your command . on a job
outstandingly well done for DE FREEZE 60. You have established
new high levels of achievement. Your "Can Do' spirit and enthusias,tic cooperation assured this from the beginning. The perform

ance figures are now a matter of record and will be a difficult
target for others to attain. Excellent judgment of f1igt personnel in adverse weather conditions and readiness to th advantage
of every break produced a total air lift of DEEP FREEZE supplies
of over 2000 tons and several hundred passengers without casualty,
completing well ahead of schedule. The procision trrjork of your
drop crews which I personally observed on three flights, including
the drop of a nine-ton tractor, was perfection. The round-theclock work of the maintenance personnel and loading crews in sometimes vicious weather gave minimum ground time. Painstaking care
in rigging as well as accurate dropping produced a phe.mnally
law drop loss. Last but not least, your base and SJIi personnel in
New Zealand made their important contribution.
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I know that you share with me the highest admiration for the Navy
men and scientists at Byrd and Pole Stations who maintained an exhausting pace in the frigid temperatures and yet said "Keep .t coining," chat
you appreciated the all-out support from NAF McMurdo and Vx-6, and that
you had confidene in our aerological unit, all of whom I am ccngra
tulting by separate dispatch for their part in this team effort
It has been a great pleasure to work with this outstanding orani.
zation of the Military Air Transport Service, manned by personnel of the
U. S. Air Forces well done. Best regards. RADM David N. Tyree

NiVY'S "NCMtJRDO GENERAL STORE" MAKES IT POSSIBLE FOR A POLE STATION
SCIENIC PROGRAM TO BE RESUME
The U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, after five years of
operations in support of United States scientific endeavor in Antarctica, now has numerous and sundry items, from common pins to huge
tractors, in stock at the Naval Air Facility, McMurdo Sounds
Recently, a minor emergency arose at the Pole $tation; a badly-.-.
needed microbarograph clock had not ben received during the sir drops,
and radio contact between Mr. Posey, Station Scientific Leader, and
his replacement, Mr. Ed Flowers, then at McMurdo, revealed that Flowers
did not have a clock in his custody to bring to the Pole Station.
The Navy made a check in the "McMurdo General Store" and gracicisly
made one available for Mr. Flowers to hand-carry Lo the Pole.
The typical fine spirit of cooperation on the part of the Navy
Support Force at McMurdo made it possible for the barograph at the
Pole Station to be operational again shortly after Mr. Flowers arriv.
there on 20 November. Incidentally, the clock from "McMuro General
Store" is being replaced by the U. S. Antarctic Research Program.

CAPTAIN JOHN CAALADER, USAPO CHIEF OF STAFF ', ATT::NDs Ai'ITAICTIC
-'
SYMPc SlUM IN BUENOS AIRES
The Antarctic Symposium of Buenos Aires was held between 17 and
25 November 1959 . Its object was to present the first scientific and
technical results of Antarctic research carried out during the IGY, to
contribute.in encouraging Antarctic research, and to 4ve an opportunity
to Antarct-C investigators to make personal contacts. All of these
objectives were accomplished thoroughly, thanks to t1 excellent organization and the arrangements prepared under the leadership of hdmiral
Rodolfo Paflzarini, Director of the Instituto Antartico Argentino, coordinator and host for the Symposium. The twelve nations involved in
the Antarctic phases of the IGY all sent delegations, which included
many of the most ditinguished scientists in Antarctic research, and
the papers presented were of accordingly high quality. U. S. alternate
delegate to SCAR, Dr. Wexler, and UZARP Chief Scientist Dr. Crary were
accompanied by a number of other United States ecientistj of distinction
in'Antarctic work. The Symposium was a great success, and Admiral Pan.zarini and the Instituto Antartico Argentino are to be conga. tulated
on a memorable and productive occasion.

CH .:iRLS IILKS'DISCOV2RIES CONFIRID IN PART BY AUSTRLIANS
Mr. Phillip Law's paper, presented duriig the Buenos dres Antarctic SypG8iUI U7 through 25 November 1959), made special point
of sho.:;' ' it ANARE work in the coastal area between 4 .5 1c, and 1600
East 1ai1y vindicates the often discounted discoveris of Charles
Wilkes, providing that one can assume 'hikes was a degree and a half
further south than his trace shows. Although this would appear as a
surprisingly large error, particularly since dukes' longitude lines
check quite closely with Australian work, it could be explained by
excessive refraction.
Wilkes was a controversial figure throughout his life, and the
disparagements of his claims to sightingsof the Antarctic coast, begun
by Sir James Ross within a year of his cruise s contin'ed until the days
of Captain Scott and have been frequently echoed in accounts of Antarctic exploration. Mr. Law feels that the whole question of Wilkes'
accuracy of observation should be reexamined in light of recent Australian work. The ANARE chart of the Wilkes Coast with Wilkes' sightsuperimposed upon it, is a convincing argument for this belief.

PICK.SEIP PrEtSiN WCATES NEW MOUNTAIN PEAK
AND ANCHORS FIRST AUTOI F J
MATIC WEATHER1UC IAI
The USS PET'IRION (DE-152), commanded by LCDR Clifford E. Hunter,
Jr., assigned ocean picket station duty at 6005 170 0 E this season to
give communications, weather, and rescue ship back-up for DEEP FREEZE
60 aircraft operations between Christchurch, New Zealand, and the Ns;ul
Air Facility, McMurdo Sound, was able to vary this monotonous but vital
chore with a few days of "off picket station" duty to establish two
Antarctic firsts.
One of the PETERSON's supplementary missions, as assigned in DEEP
FREEZE 60 Operations Plan No. 1.59 was to have on board Project Engineer Roy M. Allison from the National Bureau of Standards to monitor
the launching and anchoring, at an appropriate time when directed by
the Task Force Commander, of one buoy- .type automatic weather st'ttiofl.
Proceeding northward through numerous icebergs and growlers, after
pack ice had prevented the thin-skinned destroyer escort from p3netrating to the originally planned weather buoy site, the PETERSON established one Antarctic first by locating an under-water mountain peak 500
fathoms from the surface in waters usually 2,000 fathoms deep.
On 2 November 1959, at 61 0 03s, 158 °27 1E , the first automatic
weather station was launched and anchored in Antarctic waters. The
first automatic coded weather data transmission was made at 021069
Greenwich Mean Time on a frequency of 5340 KCS.
Monitoring by the PETERSON upon returning to her ocean station
position revealed that there was something faulty in the weather buoy's
transmissions. Returning 100 miles, the ship was able to relocate,
recover, and repair the automatic weather station. Two hours later,
the PETERSON resumed her track to 60Q54700E.
The transmissions of coded weather data every six hours were iched-.
1ed to continue for approximately three months and thereby give inaluab1e advance storm warnings during both flight and ship phases
of DEEP FREEZE 60,
On 5 November, however, after the last weak and unintelligible
signals were monitored by the PETERSON, all shore stations were advised that the weather buoy would not continue operations this season.
Although the weather buoy operated for only a fraction of its planned
useful lifetime this season, there is no longer any doubt about the
feasibility of positioning autcmatic weather station buoys in the
extreme environment of Antarctic waters.
It is now the job of our skilled technicians to study and analyse
the station after its severe test in the world's toughest proving
ground and then design thq necessary modifications that will result
in having several, stations operating in the area successfully next
-.season.
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PROJECTS OFFICE VI3IT212
Mr. Phillip Law:
Mr. Phillip Law, Director of the Antarctic Divicion of the Australian Department of External Affairs, visited this office on 5 i-ovm-br, en-route to the Antarctic Symposium in Buenos Aires. ie discued number of mutual problems with Dr Mooney, Dr. Dater, and
others of this office, after which a small group of representatives
of other government agencies arrived on invitation to meet and confer
with him. These were Dr. 1.4hitmore, Chief Topogrhic Engineer of the
Geological Survey; 131r. Dyer, Mr. Cartwright, and Dr. Rubin of the
Weather Bureau; Mr. John Jones of the Naticnal Ac4dcmy of Sciances;
CDR Price Lewis of the Office of the Chief of Naval Ope:atioiis; and
Mrs. Helen Hayes of the Office of Naval Research. Mr. Law informed
the inter-agency group of recent Australian ac3mplishrnent and plans
for future research in the Antarctic.
Mr. Law is well-known among government circles dealing with Antarctica and his meeting with professional friends was pursued further
at various social occasions while he remained in Washington.
Dr. Brian Roberts:
On 17 November 1959, Dr. Brian Roberts of the British Foreign
Office and Scott Polar Reseaich Institute visited the Uiated States
Antarctic Projects Office. Dr. Roberts was particularly interested
in the exchange of publications which seemed to be ope.'ating smoothly,
to the mutual benefit of our respective organizations.
M±. En.i.1 Schu1thes:
The distinguished Swiss photographer, Mr. E.ü1 Schulieth, was in
Washington from 16 to 20 November. During those days, he showed
pies of his Antarctic photography to several small groups ox interested
persons and discussed his plans for a pictorial book and a piotographic
exhibit covering his trip to the Antarctic on Operation DEEP FREEZE IV.
Mr SchJL;ies was assisted by staff members of the USAPO in makThg
contacts to .urther the brilliant photographic worl: which has been ac.cornplished by him.
Juan Carlos Beltra.mino and Mr. Mario Be Iza uirre:
Dr. Juan
13 November two members of the Argentine delegation to the
Antarctic Conference, Dr. Juan Carlos Beltramino and.Mr. I4a'ion E.
Izaguirre, visited the U. S. Antarctic Projects Office to obtain information on United States organization for the Antarctic and the
function of the various agencies involved.' Both visitors were from
the Argentine Foreign Office. Dr. Beltrainino is attached to the Department of International Organization; Mr. Izaguirre is head of the
Antarctic Division. Arrangements were made for the exchange of
'ormatjon.
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VICTORIA LAND TRAVERSE AIDED BY VX-.6
(see related item, page 15, No. 3 1 Nov, 1959)
24 October - Rolli tanker delivered by helicopter to trail party.
Tanker being towed on traverse between Sno.Cat and sled.
29 October 78 035 1 s, 161050'E.
• One of the 3 SnoCats broke through in heavily crevassed area in
the 1 orcester Range on edge of Victoria Land, et route to Skelton
Glacier cache. Although the CAT was retrieved, lack of spare parts
to repair it prevented further travel. Gale force winds isolated
•
tbe.party for several days before spare parts could be flown in by
helicopter from NAF, McMurdo.

5 November - 78 0 26'S 9 1610351E.
Two-mile-stretch of snow-bridged crevasses hold up trail party.
After two vx-6 helicopters deliver mail, fuel, bread, eggs, fruit,
and vegetables, Lt. Col. Merle Dawson, U. S. Army trail advisor
to RADM Tyree, made a two-hour reconnaissance flight in a helicopter to select a safe route for the traverse party. Mr. George
Toney, USARP Administrator, and David P. Maguire, AD2 1 drove 12foot black flag-tipped bamboo poles from a hovering helicopter,
piloted by CDR Krebs, USN, at selected spots on radio instructions
• from Col. Dawson in the helicopter flown by LCDR Edgar A. Potter, USN.
After the route was flagged, the traverse party made k miles progress in 6 hours. Within 24 hours they had made 21 miles.
20 November - 76 0 36 1 S, 1500521E.
Relayed distress signal received from New Zealand Traverse Party,
approximately 200 miles away, to RkD Skytrain with Admiral Tyree
aboard en route to Pole Station for first landing of the season.
24 November - 76 0 07 1 S, 149023'E.
From some 265 miles and 49 days out from Scott Base, McMurdo, Mr.
Alfred R. Taylor, geologist, U. S. Geological Survey, was air evacuated to NAP, McMurdo, late in the evening. Taylor had been stricken
on the trail with severe chest pains that did not respond to the
treatment recommended by Dr. Harold Z. Brown, Vx-6 Flight Surgeon,
over voice radio from McMurdo. After a conference between Dr.
Brown, Von Der Hoeven, traverse leader, and Captain Munson, USN,
commanding vx-6, the decision was made to evacuate Taylor.
After Von Der Hoeven reported that the surface area of his position was too roughened by sastrugi to permit landings by either
conventional or ski-equipped aircraft, Captain Munson assigned a
HUS helicopter to fly the mercy mission, with a P2V Neptune to
provide navigational and radio assistance, and SAR capability.
At 1300, the two aircraft took off from McMurdo with the Neptune
flying in advance at 170 knots, then returning to the slower-flying
95 knots per hour helicopter just before getting out of sight.
As the plateau increased in height, the helicopter had difficulty
...climbing above it.
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in getting to the 8,6dODfeet above sea level plateau,
the two aircraft returned to McMurdo to lighten the helicopter's
load.
The second attempt to reach the traverse party was frustrated by
radio difficulties.
One hour later, after radios were reared an1 eiicpter weight
reduced, the aircraft proceeded on course. This time, the helicopter, piloted by LCDR Edgar A. Potter, USN, had no trouble and
landed at the site 2 and 3/4 hours after take-off. The helicopter
embarked the patient and the party's accumulation of mail, then
returned to McMurdo.
Dr. Brown diagnosed the illness as brocbis with an added respiratory infection, and stated the immediate medical atte.ion
blocked contraction of pneumonia.
Although Taylor's condition was good, Dr. Brown avised against
his return to the traverse party. On his recommendation, Taylor
was evacuated to New Zealand on the next scheduled VX-v P7V
Connie flight.
LCDR Potter was unstinting in his praise for the Neptune navigator and pilots, whose job in guiding the helicopter in was
complicated by the wide disparity in the cruisin speeds of the
two aircraft. The crew of the P2V were: Plane Captain Jackson;
Pilots LT Wilson and Finn; Navigator Marine Sgt. Griffin; Radioman AdamsI Electrician Dermeyer; Metalsmths Marricii and Reiner.
Unsuccessful

27 November - Position: 75°30 1 S, 147°30'Ee
FOREIGNOBSERViR EXCHINGEPROGRAM

Two United States observers with foreign expeditions departed
during November. Rear Admiral Stevan Mandarich, USJ' ('et.), formerly
Chief of Staff to the late Admiral Byrd, joinod th. Norwegian expedition ship at Capetown, Union of South Africac Dr. Richard G. Miller,
who carried on research in marine biology during the 1958-9 season
in the Ross Sea, attended the Antarctic Syposium in Buenos A-res on
his way to join the Argentine expedition.
Belgium has designated as its observer with Operation DEEP
FREEZE 60, Mr. Robert Francois Edouard DartevelLe, a metLrologist
in the employ of the Royal Belgian Air Force, and a founding member
and administrative secretary of the newly established Natonal Genter
for Polar Research in his native land. Mr. Dartrvelle excts to
join USCGC EASTJIflD at Port Lyttelton, New Zealand, early in January.
The observers from Argentina, Chile, and Jai'an mentoned in
earlier issues of this Bulletin are on their way to the Antarctic.
Squadron Leader K. A. C. Wirdman, RAF, the United Kingdom observer,
has been actively participating in operations as a skilled Otter
Pilot.
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ADMIRAL DUFEK 4WARDED_GOLD STAR
Rear Admiral George J. Dufek, USN (Ret.), recently received the
Gold Star in lieu of a second Distinguished Service Medal. Admiral
Arleigh A. Burke, USN, Chief of Naval Operations, made the presentation.
The award was made in recognition of Admiral Dufek's exceptionally meritorious service as Commander, United States Naval Support
Force, Antarctica, during the International Geophysical Year (1957-58)0
"For exceptionally meritorious service to the Government of the
United States in a duty of great responsibility as Comrnnder, Enited
States Naval Support Force, Antarctica, during the InternaonaJ. Geophysical Year (1957-195 8 ) . Exercising outstanding leadership and organizational ability, Rear Admiral Düfek was directly :esponsible for
the Navy planning and operations in support of the scientific program
in the Antarctic for the International Geophysical Year. Through his
superior judgment and professional skill, a rigorous and difficult
mission was completed in good season and with marked success. Rear
Admiral Dufek's tireless and distinguished performance of duty were
in keeping with the highest traditions of the United States Naval
Service-"
On 28 August 1957, Vice President Richard Nixon presented Admiral
Dufek with the Distinguished Service Medal for meritorious service
during Operations DEEP FREEZE I and II, from February 1955 to March 1957

ICE FORECAST
For the 1958-59 season, Mr. John Heap of the Falkland Islards
Dependencies Survey prepared a long--range ice forecast on the Palmer
Peninsula area that has proven to be substantially correct. Mr. Heap graciously
made available to the United States Antarctic Projects Officer a sirnilar forecast for the coming Antarctic summer. He predicts that severe
conditions may again be expected around the Palmer Peninsula.
Mr. Heap's forecast is repeated here for information:
"Access to bases north of the Lemaire Channel should be reasonable with nothing more than delays in normal sailing schedules, but
entry into the Bransfield Straits may be difficult from both eastern
and western ends. Access to Argentine Islands will probably be difficult with a greater possibility of easier conditions in late January
and February. Marguerite Bay is unlikely to clear (I feel tempted to
say 'very unlikely') and if it has not cleared by the end of the first
week in March, there is a one in nineteen chance that it will do so
later: in the eighteen years Marguerite Bay has been occupied it has
never been known to clear after 6 March."
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DECP FREEZE 0SFFCTUICKLY AFT

TRkiGDY

Scientists have been frustrated again in their attempts t probe
the Victoria Land Coast where it meets the Ross Ice Shei south of
3cott Base between Barne and Shackleton Inlets. -.1though Lt. Tom
Couzens, RNZA, lost his life, and the survey party was not able to
complete its programmed work in the area, the wonder of rJ.e .. radio
communications, air transport, coupled with out: banding staff work,
prevented the accident from claiming several more lives.
During the week of 8 to 14 November, the two-SnCat-four-wan
section of the New Zealand Ross ice Shelf glaciological and survey
party rendezvoused near Barne Inlet with the three-dog-team-four-man
section which had left from Scott Base a week before th Sno-Cat party.
Both sections were working toward Cape Se1boLne on 20 Novexn. r when
one of the SnoCats fell through a snow bridge into a 109-foot crevasse. Traverse maintenance engineer It. Tom Cou:c died in the
accident while party leader-geologist Bernard Gunn and geologist
James Lowery suffered crippling injuric3.
The New Zealand party's distress signal was p.cked up by the
U. S. Victoria Land Traverse party approximately 2C/) miles from the
accident. The vx-6 AD Skytrain, with Admiral Tyree aboard, en route
to the Pole Station for the season's first landing thee relayed
the Victoria Land Traverse signal to the staff at the Naval Air
Facility at HcMurdo.
.iithin minutes ) a VX-6 Search and Rescue helicopter, piloted by
LCDR S. A. Potter ) and a UC-1 Otter, piloted by British Squadron
Leader K. . C. /irdman, RAF, official British observer iih DEE?
FREEZE 60, were dispatched from 1icMurdo. Rescue operstions ha' s begun
when the two aircraft arrived at Cape Selborne The two i.njurd iien
were brought from the crevasse and flown to the hospital at icIurdo
in the helicopter. Squadron Leader : irchan remair.ed and later returned with Couzens' body.
After
evacuation
13711 131624
arrived on

examining lir. Gunn and Hr. Lowery, Navy doctors advised
to New Zealand in a pressurized 27V Super Constellation.
left for 1'c1'iurdo from Christchurch for the mission and
the icMurdo icestrip at 1338, 21 November.

The aircraft was serviced and ready for the return !light within
ko minutes. Departure was delayed three hours, however, until Mr.
Gunn's temporary body cast had dried sufficiently to permit his
movement.
Lt. Clarence C. Dumais, N.C., USNR, scheduled to winter over at
the South Pole Station, and Corpsman Patrick T. Leak attended the
injured men during the flight from NcFlurdo to Christchurch. hort.y
after 0324, 22 November, when VX-6 pilots LT Reckling and LCDR Cal-.
cazen touched down at the International irport, Dr. Dumais' patients
were in a Christchurch hopita1.
The k 1 2V i'etune at i,iclElurdo which had been aeri. to IAake the
mercy flight to Christchurch stood by on the iicI'iurdo icestrip to provide Search and escue capability if needed.
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Mr. George Toney, USARP representative, dispatched the following
message from McMurdo on 22 November to Mr. Markham, Superintendent,
Antarctic Division, New Zealand:
"Dear Sir: In extending sympathy on the sad loss of Tom Couzens,
Iexpress the feeling of all of us in the Antarctic. The tragedy has
hit hard at the friends of the thréefine men and of the New Zealand
program. It is a great comfort to learn that Bernie Gunn and Jim
Lowery are making progress. Our sincere wishes for an early return
to vigor go to them both."
Admiral Tyree's message to Mr. Markham was dispatched after his
return to McMurdo from the South Pole Stations
"Dear Sir: Your kind message on behalf of. Ross Dependency Research and Antarctic Division has been passed on to all concerned.
My absence from the area at the time of the tragic accident precluded
my personal participation in such assistance as we were able to give
but I was gratified to find upon my return that all had been done as
I would have wished. I am indeed saddened by this occurrence and wish
to express my deepest sympathy for this sudden blow azn•ngst our cvrade8 in the New Zealand Antarctic Program. George Toney in his message-has truly expressed the sentiments of all of us in the Antarctic."
Americans and New Zealanders filled the 1,11 cMurdo Chapel for the
memorial services held for Lt. Couzens.
During the weekof 22 to 27 November, the New Zealand Trdverse
party cached the remaining SnO-Cat near- Cape Salborne and wore flown
in a vx-6 Otter to a crevasse-free area. From there hey were traiported in a vx-6 RD to the foot of Nimrod Glacier. The party, with
their three dog teams, will make a reconnaissance of the area between
Nimrod and Beardmore Glaciers, taking meteorological observationu,
gravity meter readings, and accomplishing such geology and topographical mapping as is possible.
According to plans outlined in the September 1959 issue of ANTARCTIC, this reconnaissance, originally scheduled for about 1 January
1960, when the RNZAF Antarctic flight will be airborne, is to facilitate a detailed study of this area, the area of the Beardmore Glacier
itself, and even areas to the east during the 1960-61 summer.
To Bernie Gunn and Jim Lowery, a speedy recovery; to the New
Zealand Antarctic Division and the family of Lt. Tom Couzens, heartfelt sympathy; to the traverse party a fruitful reconnaissance all
the way to the Beardmore; to the DEEP FREEZE 60 staff at Christchurch
and McMurdo, continuing success in the demanding tasks in support of
scientific operations down under. Your Commander, Admiral Tyree, and
a1i.Amer1cane are justifiably proud of you.
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AMI;AL T iiE }L.3 BUSY TJEK IN CTING TARCTIC STTIOflS
The first air drop of the season, briniz in £od and sail for
tae .Byrd and South Pole Stations after nearly a .yea''s isolation, is
ainually a memorable and anxiously-awaited event. .Iowever, because
it alco presages weeks of painstaking and difCicult work retrieving
air drops of food and supplies, there is perhaps mo:'e hig'üficance
to the first aircraft landing of the seasoil at these stations, when
replacements begin to arrive.
For Byrd Station, the "big day" was 29 October, when Marine
Caotains Lebas and Jalker brought in a ski-equipped Vx-6 Skytrain
( 1 721 9) with geologist Eugene L Boudetto and exploratiophysiCist
Perry E. Parks, Jr., who were scheduled to be members of the Marie
Byrd Land summer traverse.
After unsuitable weather conditions had cleared, he Skytrain,
with four traverse party members aboard, made a successful reconnaissanc
flight of nearly 1000 miles on 31 October.
For the South Pole Station, the "first-visit day" was 20 November.
At 1643, 5 hours and 11 minutes after take-off from the i1cJurdo icestrip, Admiral Tyree and staff arrived in the vx-6 RD-8 Syrain,
piloted by LT Earl D. Dryfoose, USN. and LT George Janulis, USN, which
touched down for the 33rd Pole landing since the first in history on
i October 1956. After offloadiiig supplies ad being wde welcome by
station personnel, Admiral Tyree made a inspection tour of.-ole Station facilities Accompanying Admiral Tyree ca this fi;:st landing of
the season were: Captain J. H. liunson, USN, Commanding vx-6, to inspect loading and offloadin facilities; Mr. Ed Flowers, U. S. leather
Bureau, Station Scientific Leader for 1959-60; CDR I. T. Peale, USN,
from CIiCPACFLT, to inspect and survey communications facilities; LCDR
David N. Feinman, USN, construction engineer cn Admiral Tyree's staff,
to insiect snow damage to buildings and plan new c'ntruction; Major
Charles Eo Fitzwater, USAF, to check snow conditions of the landing area
in preparation for ski-130 landings later in the s3ason; Aobert G.
to make detailed photo records of b r ilding damage,
Hoppe, PHC,
airstrip conditions, and other aspects of statior activities which
will assist future planning for the station
Crew members were Captain Jos--ph J. Lisicky, USMC; Billy J. Jones,
AD2, USN Larry R. 3harpe, AT2, USN; and 1'i1Sgt Arthur O 1€Aolt, USNC.

Bad weather, which had plagued NcMurdo for two daysrevious,
settled down at the Beardmore Air Facility and delayed the return
fliEht to Mciiurdo until Sunday, 22 November.
On Tuesday, 24 ovember 7 Admiral Tyree was onducted by Lt. Cole
Dawson on an inspection of Little 4merica V. New Zealanders and
Americans welcomed the Admiral at Hallett Station on Wednesday, and
..:;pection
on Friday, Byrd Station personnel awaiting Admiral Tree
to
tour had to postpone the welcome until his arrival at
station on
Saturday evening. After take-off for Byrd Station on Friday, the
Amira1's aircraft had to return for landing gear repair.
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vx-6 MOVES
AI

TO NEW ADVANCERADQUARTERS AT CHRISTCHURCH INTRN•1TIONAL

_IARE.WOOD FIELD NE\

.A five-year close aI3ELOCiti0fl between the Royal New Za1and Air
Force at Wigram Base and the U. S. Navy's Air Development Squadron
(vx-6) came to an end 30 November 1959.
The move to new Advance Base li p.adquarter s at Christ'iurch Irter
national Airport, PIarewood Field, consolidates various dlements of the
U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, undor Admiral David N. Tyree'
command. Harewood Field is the major staging area for aircr .9ft 'iying
to McMurdo Sound.
Since DEEP FREEZE operations began in 1955, the vx-6 quadron
has utilized the facilities at 1digram Base and annually co-hosed a
Base "open house" to thousands of New Zealand citizens During these
annual affairs, which, incidentally, caused some memorable traffic
jams, New Zealanders saw and inspected at first hand all types of
aircraft used in DEEP MEZE operations.
The vx-6 supply detachment will move from Wigram to Harewco.
about 10 December when the new hanger under construction is siLed.led
to be completed.
From McMurdo Sound, Captain William H. Munson, Commanding vx-61
dispatched this message to Group Captain T. J. MacLean De LanCe,
RNZAF, commanding the Wigram Base:
May I express the appreciation of officers and rnc'1 of :ir Development Squadron 6 for the hospitality and friendship extended by
your command over the years. It is with regret and pleasant. 'memories
that vx-6 moves to Harewood. I hope to be able to express my thanks
in person when I return to New. Zealand."
Group Captain De Lange, in a return dispatch, said:
"Many thanks for your message of appreciation . We shall miss
vx-6. Many friendships have been made and ties cemented. It is oi
sincere hope that though your locale in Christchurch may be chnged
you will find time to visit with us and feel on such occasicns that
you are returning to Home
CARGO CHUTE RECOV.IRY - A DEEP FREEZE 60 FIRST IN ANTARCTICA
Through the cooperative planning of USAF's 171 0th Aerial Port
Commander and the, staff of vx-6, plus some hard work on the pa
the station staffs, if-will be possible, to recover 1 salvage and reuse
and
approximately 400,000"worth' of. the cargo chutes used in the Byrd
ski-equipped
transport
vx-6
SoUth'Pole Station air dropà this easofl.
planes will bring out passengers and cargo to include the salvaged
chuteà from both stations in January 1960.
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- ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY COLLECTION
The following publications were received during November 19 and
are available for consultation:
ARGENTINA
Grupo Naval Antartico, Orden de Operaciones No. 01/59. Oct. 1959.
[mimeo.)
Instituto Antartico Argentino, Resumenes de los Tr&ajosPresentados
en el Simposio Antartioo de Buenos Aires, 17a].25 de Joviombre
de 1959. Nov. 1959, 91p. [mimeo.) [Summaries given in either
Spanish, English, or French.]
Sohwerdtfsger, VT., El Regimen de los Vientos en le, Costa Occidental de
la Tierra do San Martin. Seoretaria de Marina, Serviolo de Hidrografia Naval. 1959, 30p., illus., tables. (H. 405.) [English
summary, P.
[Sohwerdtfeger, W.], Resumen de Sondeos Aero1ogioc, Orodas > Ushuaia:
Ano C-eofisico InternacionaJ., 1957-58. Seoretaria cia Earina,
Sorvlcio de Hidrografia Naval. 1959, 40p., tabls, graphs. (H.
406.) [Abbreviated text in English, p. 8--11.)
FRANCE
Expeditions Polaires Franoaises, Bulletin d'Tnformation, No. 300959.
Provost, J, Le Cycle AnnuelduManohot Empereur Apteiodytes Forsteri
a le Colonie do Pointe-Geologie, Terre Adeiio. Expeditio.--.s Polaires
Francaises. [1959], 12p. (Expeditions antarotiques en Terre Adelie
1949-1957. Note ornithologique no. 1.) [mimeo.]
JAPAN
Ministry of Education, Antarctic Office, Antarcti' Record, No. 7, July
1959,
NEW ZEALAND
New Zealand Antarctic Society, Antarctic, Vol. 2, No. 3, Sept. 1959.
Ross Dependenóy Research Committee, First Annual Report of the Ross
Dependency Research Committee. Extract, Report of the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research for the Year Ended 31 March
1959. 1959, 8p.
UNITED KINGDOM
Pratt, J. G. D., and V. E. Fuchs, Provisional Seismic and Gravity Data.
[Provisional figures for the values of raw gravity between Southioe
and Scott Base and the thickness of ice found at 33 seismic stations
during the journey of the Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Eedition.]
The Royal Society. 25 June 1959, 3p. [mirneo.j
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Scott Polar Research Institute, The Polar Record, Vol. 9, No. 63,
Sept. 1959.

UNITED STATES
American Society of Polar Philatelists, be Cap News, Vol. 3, No. 6
(1958); Vol. 4, Nos. 1 through 5 (1959).
Army Department, Northern Operations. Jan. 1959, 236p., illus.,
tables, app. (Field Manual FM 31-71.)
Boyd, W. L., Limnology of Selected Arctic Lakes in Relaticn, 4 j Water
Supply Problems. Reprint, Ecology, Vol. 40, No. 1, 1959, pp 4954, illus., table.
Boyd, We L., and J. W. Boyd, Water Supply Problems at Point Barrow.
Reprint, Journal American Water Works Association, Vol. 51, No. 7,
1959, pp 890-896, illus., tables.
Cantlon, J. E., W. H. Wagner, and W. T. Gulls, A Range Extension in
Arctic Alaska for Botrychium lunaria. Reprint, American Fern
Journal, Vol. 49, No. 1, 1959, pp 25-29.
Commerce Department, Office of Technical Services, Information on
Geophysical Cooperation--1959, Nos. 88
Soviet Bloc In
through 91. (PB 131632 series.)
Eklund, C. H., Some Antarctic Biological Investigations dunn.-" the IGY.
Army Research and Development Office, Polar branch. [1959], 9p.
[Paper presented at Antarctic Symposium, Buenos Aires, 17-25 Nov.
1959.]
FLAGS [Fairchild LaCoste Gravity Surveys, Inc.], [Brochure on the
formation of a new company which will make airborne gravity mater
surveys. Includes brief background of each of the three components of FLAGS; notes on airborne gravity meter, fields of application (geodetic and exploration). 1959, 3p.]
Gravity Meter Exploration Company, Airborne Gravity Meter Test. July
1959, 6p., illus., table.
Loewe, F., Exploration of "Inland Ice": Greenland and Antarctica.
Army Snow Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment, Ccps of
Engineers. May 1959, 5p., illus. (Translation 58.)
Myres, M. T., The First Record of Harris' Sparrow, Zonotriohia querula
(Nuttall), from Alaska. Reprint, The Auk, Vol. 76, 1959, [lp.]
National Academy of Sciences, IGY Bulletin, No. 28, Oct. 1959.
Nationa1 Science Foundation, U. S. Antarctic Research Program, Antarctic
Status Report, Nos. 1 through 9, 1959.
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Navy Hydrographio Office, Instruction Manual for Oceanographic Observations. Seoond edition, 1955 (reprinted 1959) 210p., illus.,
tables, graphs. (H.0. Pub. No. 607.)
Nettleton, L. L., L. LaCoste, and J. C. Harrison, Tests of an Airborne
Gravity Meter, Paper presented at the 29th Annual Meeting of the
Society of Exploration Geophysicists, Los Angeles, Ncv. 10, 1959.
19p., illus., tables.
Office of Naval Research, Naval Research Reviews, Oct. and Nov., 1959.
Soholander, P. F., Wave-Riding Dolphins: How Do They Do It? Reprint,
Science, Vol. 129, No. 3356, 1959, pp 1085-1087, illus.
Special Libraries Association, Geography and Map Division Bulletin,
Nos. 32 (April 1958) through 37 (Oct. 1959).
Toleki, G., The Utilization of Aerial Photographs in Sea Ice Forece.s.
Reprint, National Academy of Sciences - National Resarch Council
Publication 598 - Arctic Sea Ice", [1958], pp 76-79.
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